“Now I have the vision and can see how
this is going to work in my classroom.”
- Chicago teacher receiving CLI services
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Children’s Literacy Initiative works with teachers
to transform instruction so that children can
become powerful readers, writers and thinkers.
Children’s Literacy Initiative envisions a nation
where every child has the power of literacy
and the opportunity for a lifetime of success.

In addition, we stock classrooms with learning materials and
collections of high-quality children’s literature (for classroom
and take-home use) and extend our services with online
professional development resources.

Founded in 1988 and headquartered in Philadelphia, CLI is
a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that provides educators
with training and coaching in the most effective practices
for early literacy instruction for prekindergarten through
third grade. Our workshops and institutes build teachers’
understanding of literacy and the art and science of
teaching children how to read and write.

In our 2014 fiscal year, CLI worked with nearly 250
schools, including large projects in Camden N.J., Chicago,
Philadelphia and Newark N.J., for which CLI partnered
with American Institutes for Research (AIR) to verify that
our approach impacts student achievement and teacher
effectiveness. Also in 2014, CLI earned its third consecutive
four star rating (out of four) by Charity Navigator for our
adherence to good governance and fiscal responsibility.

We coach teachers – one-on-one and in small groups in
the classroom – to provide them with demonstrations and
feedback that will help them incorporate the effective literacy
practices into their daily work with students.
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Dear Friends of Children’s Literacy Initiative,
Across the country, more than half of all fourth graders do not read and write at grade level. In public elementary schools
in larger cities, reading at grade-level is the exception, not the norm. Research shows that students who are not reading
at grade level by third grade are four times more likely to leave high school without a diploma than peers who meet that
benchmark. Other studies report that one million U.S. high school students drop out of school every year. This reality
should be unacceptable to each of us.
Children’s Literacy Initiative (CLI) has a proven track record of helping educators teach young children how to read, write
and think — critical, fundamental skills to a child’s long-term well-being — in schools where families have few resources.
We are now preparing to expand our impact. In April 2014, the CLI board hired Dr. Joel Zarrow as our new Executive
Director. Joel came to CLI with a career-long commitment to education, experience working in the private, non-profit and
the government sectors, and an immediate understanding of the challenges and opportunities that CLI faces. With great
vision, Joel and his staff have crafted a strategic plan to enable CLI to confirm its mission by growing even stronger.
Yet CLI cannot transform the state of early literacy education alone. Please take a look at how CLI is building the
foundation for many children’s success and consider how you, too, can help!
Yours in child advocacy,

Christine S. Beck
Chairperson
Board of Directors

Dear Friends,
I am proud and grateful to have become the Executive Director of Children’s Literacy Initiative (CLI) in April 2014. Here, I
get the opportunity to lead a thriving organization producing strong results in an area that is profoundly important to me:
ensuring that children can read and write by the end of third grade.
CLI works hard to provide teachers with the tools—the books, the skills and the knowledge—they need to achieve this
goal. Learning how to read, write and think changes a child’s future. With our district partners, CLI transforms both
teachers’ instruction and students’ lives.
American Institutes for Research (AIR) is winding up a three-year randomized-control study of the CLI Model
Classroom™ program in four cities and its impact on children’s reading achievement. The study shows that we positively
impact student reading skills, teacher instruction skills and the literacy learning environment for kids.
CLI is now scaling up to more widely address America’s low levels of literacy. We are implementing a three-year strategic
plan to expand geographically, use digital technology to extend our programs’ impact and reach, and invest in our
prekindergarten services and curriculum (see page 18 for more details). But transformational change – the kind CLI
pursues and creates – is not a solo sport. We seek partnerships with like-minded people and organizations willing to
step up and join us in our efforts to overcome illiteracy, a devastating social inequity. I welcome your engagement and
support as we advance CLI’s work nationwide.
Best,

Joel Zarrow
Executive Director

Teacher Impact

Student Impact
One Year of CLI Intervention Increases
Chicago Student Reading Achievement

How do we know we are making a difference for students?
The data tell the story.
As part of our Investing in Innovation (i3) project funded by
the U.S. Department of Education, we improved outcomes
across 35 low-income schools in Philadelphia, Chicago,
Camden and Newark, N.J. The American Institutes
for Research, a nationally recognized evaluation firm,
found that CLI positively impacts student learning, the
quality of teachers’ literacy instruction and the classroom
environment.
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the national average
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“This is very welcome news,”
says Harvard education
professor Heather Hill in a
2014 Education Week article
about CLI’s i3 results, titled
“Professional Development Pays
Off for i3-Funded Program.”
“This joins a number of other
recent studies that have found
individualized coaching to be
effective in improving teaching
and learning.”
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CLI’s i3 Project Drives
Reading Proficiency Gains
in Newark
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of CLI teachers
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of principals reported an
improvement in their teachers’
literacy instructional practices.
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of teachers said that working
with CLI had improved
their literacy instructional
content knowledge.
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CLI i3 Increases Percentage of Philadelphia Students Reaching Reading Benchmark

78.8

99.1%

Kindergarten proficiency rates
have risen 20 percentage
points since CLI services were
introduced as measured by
the Developmental Reading
Assessment (DRA).

The data in these graphics provide examples of our
impact. Whether you look at our results in a single grade
level, across grade levels, in specific schools, or across a
district, we are demonstrating what can happen when a
teacher has high-quality and sustained support.
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Children’s Literacy Initiative is reversing this alarming
trend in the profession. In a survey of more than 300
teachers, 81% report that the professional development
services provided by CLI led to an improvement in their
job satisfaction. Not only does CLI provide teachers with
training and support around best literacy practices, we also
improve their overall satisfaction, making them more
productive and effective.
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Professional development for teachers rarely translates
directly into student learning results. But CLI is making
it happen.
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When teachers are satisfied with their work, they are
more likely to stay in the profession and their students are
more likely to achieve. Since 2008, job satisfaction rates
for teachers have been on the decline. According to the
2012 MetLife Longitudinal Study on the American Teacher,
teacher satisfaction was at its lowest point in over 25
years with only 39% of teachers reporting that they were
very satisfied in their role.
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Case Study: Camden, NJ

Case Study: Chicago

When he transferred into his new school in Camden,
Manuel had a lot of catching up to do in his bilingual
classroom, where his peers were at grade level in Spanish
and transitioning to English. Manuel wasn’t used to staying
in his seat to work. When he should have been practicing
his letters and sounds, he would walk around the classroom
and distract his classmates.

Walk into this second grade classroom, and you are
in awe. The walls are full of anchor charts, students’
hand-written signs about mini-lessons that they have
had. Books are all around the room, organized in bins,
encouraging children to read. Materials for activities
designed to help students learn to read and write are
strategically placed, just waiting for children to dive in. It is
a place to learn and grow. It is a place you wish every child
had the opportunity to be.

CLI in Camden
• 6 Public Schools
• 95 Educators
• 1,725 K – 3rd Grade Students
• 1,687 High-quality Books for Classroom and
Take-home Use

Manuel’s teacher asked her CLI Coach to help her tailor
instruction to meet Manuel’s needs. In consultation
with her CLI Coach, the teacher realized that classroom
procedures needed to be tightened up, not just for
Manuel, but for all of her students. She and her CLI coach
kicked off class conversations about good choices and
bad choices.

CLI in Chicago
• 26 Public Schools
• 235 Educators
• 5,425 Pre-K – 3rd Grade Students
• 23,177 High-quality Books for Classroom and
Take-home Use

You listen to the teacher reading to her class and realize
that the easy conversation about the book that she is
having with her students is really a well thought-out lesson
designed to teach them how to be better readers.

“Teaching before CLI was
black and white, and
now things are in color,”
explained the teacher.

Manuel began to understand why there are rules in the
classroom and how those rules could help him grow as
a learner. He started staying in one spot and stopped
interrupting instruction.
Manuel could sound out syllables within Spanish words,
but could not blend them into words. His teacher and
the CLI Coach brainstormed, practiced and implemented
strategies that would help him with this roadblock to
fluency and comprehension.

You witness children writing. They are writing about their
life. The stories are telling and incredible.
You see children reading to themselves with books just
right for them and using reading strategies they have
learned earlier in the day or year.

Over time, Manuel grew as a reader and matured as a
student. At the end of the school year, the CLI Coach
watched as Manuel picked up a grade level book, sat
down in his chair and quietly read the entire book. When
he got stuck on a word, he stayed in his spot and made
eye contact with his teacher. In response, the teacher
silently did the motions that remind him of a reading
strategy they have practiced together.
Manuel smiled, tried it, and kept reading.

“Students really thrive on
knowing that their work
will continue, no matter
what stage they find
themselves in. That’s really
powerful, as it may be the
first time many of them
have felt such ownership
over their learning.”

“My students’ reading scores
have soared tremendously,
and 90% of my class is
reading on or above level!”

Within the first year of
receiving CLI services, the
percentage of students
reaching or exceeding the
national average at the
Manuel Perez and John A.
Walsh schools jumped an
average of 24 percentage
points.

- Camden School Teacher (2013/14)
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Case Study: Newark, NJ

Case Study: Philadelphia

When Juan walked into his kindergarten classroom on a
snowy day in 2014, he did not know he would read his
very first book that day.

From the moment in 2013 that Christina first met her CLI
Coach, it was clear Christina wanted to become a better
kindergarten teacher. Like many teachers working with
CLI, Christina knew that her students needed something
more from her, but she did not know exactly what to do.

CLI in Newark
• 14 Public Schools

Throughout the school year, Juan’s teacher and her CLI
Coach had worked to build students’ reading stamina
using sight words, familiar poetry, and books that matched
students’ reading levels. Every day, they would show Juan
and his classmates how to hold a book, how to whisperread sight words, and how to look at a book’s pictures for
clues to reading its words.

• 189 Educators
• 4,150 K – 3rd Grade Students
• 2,200 High-quality Books for Classroom and
Take-home Use

During independent reading time, Juan would sit proudly
practicing his sight words and attempt to read all of the
words in each book he chose. He and his classmates
were making good progress.

CLI in Philadelphia
• 54 Public, Charter & Parochial Schools
• 556 Educators
• 12,000 Pre-K – 3rd Grade Students

Christina invested in improving her teaching from the
first day that she and her CLI Coach set goals together.
She worked hard to learn, reflect on and implement the
effective literacy practices promoted by CLI’s training,
coaching and classroom resources. She learned how to
best use the CLI book collections with her students.

• 41,264 High-quality Books for Classroom and
Take-home Use

Christina’s investments paid off and she observed changes
in her students’ attitudes and performance.

“Students love to read
and feel accountable for
it. They love showing
off their own skills and
sharing with the class.”

But on that particular day, the class was quietly working
independently when suddenly Juan yelled out,

“I read the book! I read
the whole book! All by
myself!”

Changes in Christina’s classroom did not go unnoticed by
her colleagues. By spring 2014, Christina had become a
model for her peers. Other teachers from her school and
even from other buildings visit Christina’s classroom when
her students are working on reading and writing.

The class decided immediately to stop their quiet work
and celebrate Juan’s accomplishment. Even the school
custodian sat on the carpet to listen to Juan read.
Juan read that book 20 times that day and took it home to
read to his family that night.

These colleagues came regularly to ask Christina
questions, take pictures of her classroom and carefully
observe her teaching techniques so that they could
replicate them with their own students.

“Our students’ NJ ASK
scores have increased over
the last three years in the 3rd
and 4th grade, which is the
cohort that began with the
CLI grant.”

Christina was a catalyst for a professional learning network
that continues to thrive.

Philadelphia third grade
i3 classrooms receiving
CLI services had 9.5%
more students reaching
or exceeding the literacy
benchmark than comparison
schools that did not.

- Newark Principal (2013/14)
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What Our Partners Say About Us
“My students made huge gains in my first year as the practices were being put in
place, but my second year with CLI was like a new world. Because I was able to
begin these best practices day one, I began seeing student achievement much
earlier in the year. CLI has not only helped me get my students ready for first
grade, but I truly believe it is setting up these young students to become college
and career ready in their future.”
– Teacher, Chicago

“The greatest benefit CLI has provided to Brennemann School teachers is the
professional development. It has had a significant impact on their instructional
delivery which has resulted in greater student achievement.”
– Principal, Chicago Public Schools

“The greatest impact from CLI has been the job embedded coaching. The
teachers’ instructional practices are more effective as evidenced by the students’
reading growth and joy in reading fiction and informational text.”
– Principal, School District of Philadelphia

“Many of the bilingual students come to Kindergarten with little or no literacy
skills. Using the strategies and best practices that I learned from CLI, I have seen
incredible growth! The students go from not being able to write their name to
writing informational books! It is absolutely awesome!!!”
– Teacher, Camden

“I’ve been teaching for 32 years and have had lots of coaches come and go
through the years. You are the first one who said you were here to help and
actually stayed and helped. You did not just tell me to do things, you showed me
how and you made me feel comfortable and not afraid to try new things.
That is why I have been successful.”
– Teacher, Chicago

Our Supporters
$500 to $999

Children’s Literacy Initiative is pleased
to acknowledge the following donors,
including all members of CLI’s Board
of Directors, for their generosity
during Fiscal Year 2014 (July 1,
2013, through June 30, 2014). These
private individuals, charitable trusts
and organizations support CLI and
our work through grants, corporate
matches, United Way designations,
in-kind gifts and the donation of
publicly traded securities. CLI greatly
appreciates each gift.

David Detora
Frank Fagundus
David Goldberg
IBM Employee Services Center
Linda Jacobs and Lawrence Shulman
Richard and Julie Jaffe
Mr. Andre R. Juste
Sue Ann Martindale
John McDermott
Parker Hannifin Foundation
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church
United Parcel Service of America, Inc.
Kate Wilson

$100 to $499

$1,000,000 or more

$25,000 to $49,999

U.S. Department of Education

Education Collaboration Fund, J.P.
Morgan
GlaxoSmithKline
Otto Haas Charitable Trust
Dov and Jeanne Haselkorn
The Brook J. Lenfest Foundation
Lincoln Financial Foundation, Inc.
Wells Fargo Foundation

$500,000 to $999,999
The William Penn Foundation
Target

$100,000 to $499,999
Anonymous
Allen H. and Selma W. Berkman
Charitable Trust
The Capital Group Companies
The Capital Group Companies
Charitable Foundation
Chicago Tribune Charities – Holiday
Campaign, a McCormick
Foundation Fund
Connelly Foundation
Drexel University
Hamilton Family Foundation
Prudential Foundation
Victoria Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
Anonymous
ACE Charitable Foundation
Samuel S. Fels Fund
The Glenmede Trust Company
Joel and Sharon Koppelman
The Polk Bros. Foundation, Inc.
The Henry and Marilyn Taub
Foundation

$10,000 to $24,999
The Barra Foundation
Barretta Family Foundation
Claire and Jeffrey Black
Peter Buttenwieser and Terry Marek
Governor’s Woods Foundation
Integrated Commercialization
Solutions, Inc.
Patricia Kind Family Foundation
Macy’s Foundation
PECO
Lawrence J. and Anne Rubenstein
Charitable Foundation
The Selander Foundation
The Vert Charitable Trust
Bradley and Katherine Vogt

$1,000 to $9,999
Christine S. and Leif C. Beck
Claneil Foundation, Inc.
William and Sylvia Cohen Family Fund
Phillip Devon Family Foundation, Inc.
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
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Eden Charitable Foundation
Carla Maresca-Eichler and Steven H.
Eichler
Robert H. and Janet S. Fleisher
Foundation
Jaymi and Joe Formaggio
Richard Gluck
Lon and Bonnie Greenberg
Bennett Groshong and Melanie Sill
Hess Foundation, Inc.
Holman Automotive Group
William Josem
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback
Foundation
The McAlaine Family Foundation Fund
Judy McHugh
Merck Company Foundation
Walter J. Miller Trust
Mostafa Family Charitable Lead Trust
Victoria Raivitch
Mr. Jagmohan S. Raju
The REAM Foundation
Republic Bank
Susan and Tom Smith
Tisbest Charity Gift Cards
The TJX Foundation, Inc.
UGI Utilities, Inc.
Vertex, Inc.
The Farny R. Wurlitzer Foundation
Fund

Anonymous (4)
Beth Bailey
Barr Family Foundation
David and Jennifer Bloom
Dennis Bonanni
Donna Bucknor
Anthony Dintino III
Larry DiSipio and Megan Brown
Kyle Eckenroad
Frederick Esch
Keith E. Frederickson
Kenneth Gagne
Givelocity, Inc.
Gordon Converse and Co.
Nina Grier
Roger Guttentag
Katherine Hanrahran
Mary Harrington
Shelley and Steven Harris Foundation
Sara Heaton
Paul Higgins
HP Company Matching Gift Program
Ellen Johnston
Edwin Katz
Kenneth Kunz
Herbert Kwon
Landau Family Fund
Roger Mack
David B. McEntee
McKinsey and Company
Matthew Morse
Donna Neshek
Cathy Ostaszewski
Elizabeth Pilacik
Mrs. Michelle L. Revelle
Robert and Judith Schachner
Craig Soule
Amy Spare

Claire Steinberg
Nancy and Joel Streim
Subaru of America Foundation, Inc.
Thomson Reuters
Frank and Elizabeth Torrisi
Zia Vafa
Jonathan van Schoick
Weston Fitness
Kathleen and Robert Whiteman
Gregory Wiedeman
Antonio Williams
Timothy Wilson
Laurence Wolff
Sandy and Greg Wood
Kathryn Young
Doris F. Yuspeh
Stefan Zajic

Under $99
Anonymous (4)
Ascensus
Rachel Austermiller
Bank of America Matching Gift
Program
Sara Barnett
May Berger
Allison Bernstein
Matthew Brady
Renee Briglio
Janet Brody
Emily Brooker
Penny Brown
Adam Cervin
Carolyn Chaney
Tara A. Churchill
Rosemarie Collins
George Craddock
Makenzi Crouch
Peter Damm
Kate Darlington
Robert Dintino
Zachary Eskins
Carol Front
Karen Germeroth
Steven Gillette
Gary B. Gilman and Deborah Zelitch
Moriah Glanovsky
GlaxoSmithKline Employee Match
Program
Goldman, Sachs & Co. Matching Gift
Program
James Griffith
Mark Hayward
Kenneth and Meta Joy Jacoby
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Teresa Leary
Allison M. Loveland
Michael Kasum
Charlie Keiper
Kenneth Kline
Lauren Kopsky
Angie Kuhlmann
Lise Martin
Thomas McGrath
Richard and Eden Stacey Merkin
David Miller
Nicole Miller
Kestin Murphy
Todd Nadenickek
Kara Oropallo
G.D. Petrino
Lillian B. Rankow
Daniel Rinehart
Kat Rosqueta
Diane Sarko
Amanda Schwartz
Lisa Schwartz and Bart Mix
Sharon Self
Sweet Dukes Vegan Bakery
Harold and Christine Sweetman
Jasaan Thomas
Isabella Weber
Theodora Zakroff

In-Kind Gifts
Bacchus Market & Catering
Barnes & Noble
Chef’s Table
Cigna IT Computer Donation Program
Millennium 3 Management, Inc.
Nature’s Gallery Florist, Inc.
For more information about supporting CLI,
contact CLI Director of External Relations
Jen Weikert at (215) 561-4676, x129, or
JWeikert@cli.org.

CLI Board of Directors 2013-14

Fiscal Year 2013-14

CLI Board members’ skills, insight and drive help us
advance CLI’s mission every day. We are grateful for
our Board’s ongoing and enthusiastic support and
encouragement.

With only 14.8% of expenses
going to administration and
fundraising costs, 85.2% of
all expenses were dedicated
solely to CLI programming.

Christine S. Beck

Revenue
Private Philanthropy
Government
School District Contracts
Investment Income

Tracey Lundgren

CLI Board Chairperson
Child Advocate

Manager of Educational Readiness
Figure Skating in Harlem

Kate Wilson

$4,390,895
$3,641,894
$1,057,330
$4,930

Total Revenue

$9,095,049

Expenses
Program
Administrative
Fundraising

$6,934,001
$651,874
$556,239

Total Expenses

$8,142,114

Carla P. Maresca

CLI Board Vice-Chair
Vice President of Brand Marketing
First Aid Shot Therapy

Victoria Raivitch

Partner
Deasey, Mahoney, Valentini & North, Ltd.

Change In Net Assets

Judy B. McHugh

Total Ending Net Assets

$952,935
$6,010,542

Senior Vice President
The Leader’s Edge/Leaders By Design

CLI Board Treasurer
Partner, Not-for-profit and Health Care Audit Practice
Grant Thornton LLP

0.1%

8%

Elizabeth Pilacik

Director, Nonprofit Services
BDO USA, LLP

David J. Bloom

CLI Board Secretary
Managing Director
Wilmington Trust Company

Jagmohan Raju

Joseph J. Aresty Professor
Chair, Marketing Dept.
The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

Claire Black

6.8%

48.3%
11.6%

Expenses

Revenue
$9,095,049

$8,142,114

Retired Educatior

Susan B. Smith

A. Bruce Crawley

Retired Executive Director
Devereux’s Kanner Center

President
Millennium 3 Management, Inc.

Tony Williams

Bonnie Greenberg

Retired Urban Educator

Director of Government Affairs
Comcast

Nina Grier

Joel Zarrow

Product Management - Senior Manager
Independence Blue Cross

Executive Director
Children’s Literacy Initiative

Julie Jaffe

85.2%
40%

Private Philanthropy

Program

(Corporations, Foundations, and Individuals)

Administrative

Government

Fundraising

Investing in Innovation (i3)

School District Contracts
Investment Income

Retired Educator
School District of Philadelphia
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What’s Next For CLI
It’s time to expand Children’s Literacy Initiative’s impact, reach more teachers and students, and become a national force.
We are embarking on a Board approved strategy to advance CLI’s work through three distinct, yet integrated pathways:
geographic expansion, digital expansion and a prekindergarten expansion. These strategic pathways will extend our reach,
deepen our impact and diversify our revenue streams, sustaining our work for years to come.

Geographic Expansion

To be a national force, we need a national presence. Yet
education is a local sport; we need to be on the ground
to develop relationships with school and district leaders,
funders and other key stakeholders. Over the next three
years, we will prudently grow our geographic reach. We
intend to build our existing Chicago operations into a
“hub” office staffed with a team charged with building and
maintaining local partnerships with school districts and
supporters. We will then open two additional hub offices:
one in the Mountain states, the other on the West Coast.

Digital Expansion

Our trainings need to be cutting edge and exploit the
reach of the Internet. CLI will accelerate our adoption of
digital technology to enhance our in-person, classroombased trainings and develop new avenues for offering CLI
trainings online. Ultimately, CLI intends to offer educators
self-directed online courses and trainings – for credit, where
appropriate.
This digital expansion will improve the CLI clients’
training experiences, streamline our course development
processes, and expedite our research. In addition, digital
technology will open up a two-way communication channel
with CLI clients and partners that will strengthen our
program impact and research, grow our online community,
and support targeted marketing campaigns.

Prekindergarten Expansion

Kindergarten readiness is an essential transition in early
literacy. To capitalize on continued government and public
support for universal prekindergarten access, CLI will
invest heavily in our prekindergarten products and service
offerings to serve elementary schools and districts that offer
prekindergarten classes, as well as regional prekindergarten
networks and Head Start programs.
This year (FY 2015), we are revising our signature
prekindergarten curriculum Blueprint, aligning it with the
Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale (ECERS) used
for assessing preschools and designing it to prepare young
children for Common Core State Standards for kindergarten.
We are training our staff and professional developers to
improve support for educators and their students ages 3 to
5. After piloting the revised Blueprint, we will make our new
prekindergarten curriculum and services available nationwide.
CLI’s Board of Directors, staff and advisors are excited by this shared vision for CLI’s future. We invite you to join with us
as we work with more teachers to transform their literacy instruction so that all our children can become powerful readers,
writers and thinkers. Together we can work to ensure that every child has the power of literacy and the opportunity for a
lifetime of success.
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Newark

Chicago
55 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite 460
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 726-7320

Headquarters

2314 Market Street, 3rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 561-4676

634 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, NJ 07114
(973) 642-6600

linkedin.com/company/
children’s-literacy-initiative/

info@cli.org

www.cli.org

pinterest.com/ChildLiteracy/

twitter.com/CLIUpdates/

facebook.com/
ChildrensLiteracyInitiative/

• The University of Pennsylvania’s Center for
High-Impact Philanthropy has re-affirmed
CLI as an “exemplar agent” improving early
literacy education and making a long-term
impact (2008-2014).

• CLI has been given Nonprofit Investor’s
“BUY” rating

• CLI is a Better Business Bureau-accredited
Charity

• CLI is a Gold-level Participant with GuideStar
Exchange

• CLI has received three consecutive Charity
Navigator 4-Star Ratings

